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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Let’s work with the violet flame and also violet angels are very good to invoke during this time
period. Angelic fire. Well, really call upon anything that seems to balance or soothe you. It’s all
good.
What I want to talk about this week is perhaps a bit of a different way of phrasing things than 1212 and 12-21 and Winter Solstice and all of the things that are being talked about as we come to a
close here with 2012.

Of course, you are going to wake up the next day and it will be another day.
The energy is much more rapid than it has been before. Time is sort of breaking apart basically. I
like to think of it as Cosmic Truth has arrived and it’s mingling with Humanity’s thought form
consciousness and literally shattering it because meager thought forms that are very limiting
cannot survive in the presence of Cosmic Truth.
So if you’re flexible, you can go with the flow, go more with the heart than the head and be willing
to shift and change. Self-improvement work is always good during a time like this for example.
And pray for world peace. Maybe do some energy work in that direction. Keep awakening peace
within yourself most certainly.
The other condition that is presenting itself is simply that everything reaches its peak point. This
height of energy or the fullness of the Moon and then it wanes and whatever in all of Creation.
And the Earth in terms of an energy chamber is reaching its peak, it’s nearly full now. So the
intensity of that energy also has a transformational effect on the consciousness.
As always, it is appropriate to work with your conscious intent. What do you want? and make
simple choices coming from all levels of your being. Very simple, like the word “Peace”, the word
“Love”, or the word “Survival”, “Safety”, “Security”, “Stability”, ”Balance”. Just really keep putting
conscious intent in a very simplistic way and that will help you quite a bit.
Alright. Thank you and my love to you.
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted Health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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